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Abstract:-Regression testing validates modified source code. When performing regression 

testing, time and resources are limited, so it is necessary to choose the fewest number of test 

cases possible from test suites to speed up execution. This process, known as test case 

minimization, aims to improve regression testing by eliminating redundant test cases or 

prioritising the test cases. Using a multiobjective particle swarm optimisation (MOPSO) 

technique to prioritise cases while taking into accountminimum executionmaximum code 

coverage, maximum fault detection efficiency, and maximum time. Testing is prioritised 

using the MOPSO algorithm.  Situations with variablessuch as code coverage, error detection 

capability, and execution time. Ree datasets are chosen for analysis.Triangle, JodaTime, and 

TreeDataStructure are components of the proposed MOPSO algorithm. A suggested MOPSO 

is evaluated againstthe effectiveness of the random ordering, reverse ordering, and no 

ordering techniques. Higher outcome valuesillustrate the proposed MOPSO's superior 

effectiveness and efficiency as compared to alternative methods for the Triangle, JodaTime, 

and TreeDataStructure datasets.The outcome is displayed in 100-index mode, with values 

ranging from low to high; followingtest cases are prioritised in this way.)Three open-source 

Java programmes are used in the experiment, which is measured using metrics. Inclusion, 

accuracy, and matrix size reduction of the test suite.)The outcomes showed that all scenarios 

were successful inacceptable mode, and the method is 17% to 86% more effective in ensuring 

inclusivity and 33% to 85% more effective in ensuringaccuracy, and metric size reduction 

ranging from 17% minimum to 86% maximum. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Software Testing, Test case Prioritization, Test case 

Selection, Continuous Integration, Systematic. 

 

1. Introduction 

Software testing is a crucial step in ensuring the accuracy, completeness, and utility of user 

requirements and specifications [1]. The programme is put through a process to ensure that it 

is error-free [2].)Regression testing is one of the methods used in software testing. Regression 

testing is a technique that keeps track of new software updates and ensures that the upgrades 

won't have an impact on the functionalities of the software as it now exists. Regression 

testing involves ensuring that none of the software changes conflict with the functionality that 

has already been implemented.Testing ensures that any modifications made to the software 

won't have an impact on previous usage and that all components will function as intended and 
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remain intact.Regression testing is a typical step in the software development process. In 

bigger organisational settings, code-testing or code-execution professionals carry out this step 

[4]. 

However, as regression testing is a repetitive and expensive procedure that must be used 

anytime a piece of code is modified, it requires a significant amount of time, money, and 

resources to carry out all regression test cases [4]. Due to limited time, money, and resources, 

it is occasionally not viable to execute an entire test suite [3]. Making a subset of test cases 

from a test suite that may be useful in discovering problems and flaws is crucial to lowering 

the cost of regression testing. In this scenario, the maintenance cost can be decreased by 

carefully choosing the subset of regression test cases.)Figure 1 depicts the typical procedures 

used in the software maintenance phase.)Regression testing is a procedure that begins with 

the first product release, which is why the software development process model refers to it as 

a maintenance activity. Regression testing is triggered by any change request, software or 

service update, or subsequent release of the same product. Changes in requirements trigger 

code alterations. Regression testing is started following source code alteration; any errors 

found during regression testing are then looped back to the source code 

modification.)Regression faults include bugs such software enhancement issues, 

configuration inconsistencies, replacement mistakes, structural code flaws, and service 

failures or unavailability. The new software version has been issued following the conclusion 

of regression testing. 

Test case prioritisation technique sorts the test cases according to some adequacy measures 

results to reduce the testing costs and improve testing process efficiency, but TCP does not 

exclude test cases from the actual test suite [6]. The main goal of test case reduction methods 

is to minimise the test cases in the test suite, which increases the cost of testing. The original 

test suites are shortened by both test suite minimization (TSM) and test case selection (TCS) 

[9], whereas TCP only arranges the test cases in test suites without removing any test cases. 

A small number of test cases that aren't currently being used in testing for a given version of 

software could join in and end up being crucial in later iterations [10]. To put it another way, 

prioritisation is more secure than permanent truncating, and regression test case prioritisation 

is a powerful, trustworthy, effective, and economical regression testing technique [11].)As a 

result, testers and developers give TCP more attention than test case selection (TCS) or test 

suite minimization (TSM). 

Regression TCP approaches use a few aspects, including code/requirement information, risk 

management, software production, and metrics, to gauge the effectiveness of the testing 

process.)This study is a continuation of earlier work that supports the single objective for 

regression TCP's test case prioritisation metrics of cost (execution time), code coverage, and 

fault detection information [12].The second study in the same research addresses the various 

cost metrics and their trade-off in relation to one another and offers the rationale for cost 

trade-offs.)The primary goals of this controlled experiment are to prioritise the pertinent 

subset of test cases from the original test suites, reduce the cost of testing, make it cost-

effective and efficient, and maintain cost (execution time) within acceptable ranges. 

Code coverage and effective fault detection are in check.The establishment of a continuous 

test case prioritisation process with cost (execution time), code coverage, fault detection, and 

distinct and accumulative test case prioritisation measures is the second goal. The third goal 

is to integrate tester experience into the process of prioritising test cases, which offers 

flexibility in choosing parameters and might improve efficacy. Since a test suite may include 

several test cases and each test case requires a lengthy execution time, it is concluded from 

the previous work that it may be expensive to execute or run a single test case when certain 
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modifications are made to the target code. Therefore, rather than focusing on total cost, it is 

necessary to optimise the amount of test cases that can identify potential flaws and take up 

little execution time.In order to improve the test cases for software under testing (SUT), 

methodologies for test case prioritisation are applied.Rearranging the test cases with the 

intention of increasing the fault rate or the potential defects detection as early as feasible is an 

easier method to explain the prioritisation of test cases [13].We order the test cases according 

to their importance to the company, shared features, or testing team priorities. Although it 

takes more time and resources to implement, test case selection chooses the right test cases 

that have captured the most likely flaws while covering the most code lines in the shortest 

amount of time. It is effective to perform only a portion of the test suite, as opposed to 

running the entire test suite again. 

Test case selection is divided into categories such as "obsolete," "reusable," "fault revealing," 

"fault exposing," and "change revealing test cases." Prioritisation is based on either the 

percentage of faults or the required level of code coverage. Regression testing's primary 

objective is to reduce costs while providing coverage for any source code modifications made 

to the programme being tested.)The prioritisation of test cases based on a single optimisation 

objective, such as cost, fault, or code coverage, is known as a uniobjectiveprioritisation of test 

suites. The prioritisation of test cases based on two optimisation objectives, such as cost 

coverage or fault coverage, or any combination of these three parameters, is known as 

bicriteriaprioritisation. The key issue is that combining these factors is not easy owing to their 

contradicting nature of measure. Prioritisation is also known as multicriteriaprioritisation of 

test cases if two or more prioritisation parameters are used. The goal of the optimisation 

problem in test case prioritisation is not only to decrease cost but also to increase fault rates 

and decrease or maintain the coverage values as well. Previous studies have ranked test suites 

according to their ability to detect faults, and in some cases, they have used fault rates with 

test suite costs [5].These studies ignore code coverage and other aspects of cost like test suite 

costs.As a result, testers and developers give TCP more attention than test case selection 

(TCS) or test suite minimization (TSM). 

Regression TCP approaches use a few aspects, including code/requirement information, risk 

management, software production, and metrics, to gauge the effectiveness of the testing 

process. This study is a continuation of earlier work that supports the single purpose for 

regression TCP's test case prioritisation parameters of cost (execution time), code coverage, 

and fault detection information [12]. The reason for cost trade-offs is provided in the second 

study, which is a component of the same research. It also covers the various cost metrics and 

their trade-off in relation to one another. The main goal of this controlled experiment is to 

prioritise the pertinent subset of test cases from the original test suites while minimising 

testing process costs and making it cost-effective and efficient. This is done by keeping costs 

(execution time), test suite sizes, code sizes, and code coverage constant.Cost reduction is the 

main goal of regression testing, thus the two factors cost and code coverage are essential [7, 

8]. Coverage gives trust in the testing process' thoroughness. There is a gap in TCP for 

multiobjective test suite optimisation that takes into account cost, fault detection, and code 

coverage. Models and frameworks like Junit [9] and Selenium [10] do not offer any 

mechanisms for ranking test cases in order of their cost, coverage, and fault detection 

capabilities. 

There is no obvious winner among these well-known testing models and frameworks either 

[11]. Other variables that may affect the accuracy of prioritisation techniques include the size 

of the software being tested, the size of the test suites available for testing, the testing 

scenarios under these prioritisation techniques, and the testing environment supporting these 

prioritisation techniques[12, 15, 16].In terms of the multiobjective and multicriterion test 
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suite prioritisation research domain, the shortcomings of the previous frameworks for unit 

testing with these aspects impacting accuracy and usefulness of prioritisation strategies pose a 

challenge [17]. It is also mentioned in comparison studies on single objective TCP with the 

ability to identify faults that do not provide any information about faults overlooked owing to 

insufficient coverage or cost as time restrictions on overall testing cycles [6, 18, 19]. Case 

prioritisation techniques for multiobjective tests may take into account the interdependence 

and effects of the prioritisation factors of cost, coverage, and fault detection capability [20]. 

The relationship between the parameters cost, fault detection [5], and coverage is not 

statistically defined, which makes it difficult to prioritisemultiobjective test suites. The 

impact of this dependency on the efficacy and utility of prioritisation techniques and 

frameworks is significant. Ignoring any one of these three factors—cost, coverage, or fault 

detection capability—can lead to inaccurate testing outcomes, inefficient testing methods, 

and occasionally time and resource waste. Finding the correlation between defect detection 

capability, cost, and coverage with the goal of employing them as prioritisation scales 

becomes difficult in the setting of prioritisation. It has been utilised frequently by researchers 

to address the issues of multiobjective particle swarm optimisation and multicriteria test case 

prioritisation [21, 22]. 

The randomization aspect that alters the particle position that is taken into consideration in 

this work is the main problem with PSO at the moment. In essence, the three main problems 

with test case prioritisation are the topic of this study. It starts by identifying the important 

variables that have an impact on the main goal of reducing the price of regression testing. The 

second goal of this research is to establish a connection between the efficacy criteria used for 

the multiobjectiveprioritisation of test cases. The other six sections of this work are organised 

as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed review of the linked studies; Section 3 elaborates on 

the suggested technique; and Section 4 presents the results. We talked about the experimental 

design for our proposed study in Section 4 of the paper. The produced results are reported in 

Section 5. This section wraps up the paper. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Maintenance process model [2] 

2. Additional Work 

Software testing is a technique used to tell stakeholders about the calibre of a software 

service or product that falls within the test category. Software testing is a method of putting 

an application or programme through its paces in order to find bugs (defects or faults) and 

determine whether the product is fit for use. Software testing involves running a section of 

code or a section of a system to evaluate at least one important property. These characteristics 

typically show how much a component or system is subject to testing. The following are the 

SUT's essential objectives: 

(1) Design and development guidelines  

(2) Response to all types of inputs  

(3) Task completion in a reasonable amount of time  

(4) Software usability  

(5) Deployment and execution in a predetermined environment  

(6) Achieving the desired results)Regression testing is a procedure that makes sure the 

code modifications didn't result in unanticipated behaviours [5]. The basic idea behind 
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regression testing is retesting SUT with the purpose of exposing the problems sooner 

[23]. Regression testing also verifies that the software's prior functions are 

functioning as intended [2]. 

Regression testing procedures are increasingly used in software development methods 

like component-based software engineering (CBSE) and iterative development. The 

development of testing paradigms like continuous integration (CI) [24], continuous 

development (CD) [25], test-driven development (TDD) [26], and nightly build 

architectures [27] can all benefit from regression testing. 

Regression testing is not necessary since certain software systems go through a standard 

testing cycle before being released, which eliminates the necessity for such testing. 

Regression testing is necessary to make sure that previously tested software features are 

still working properly and aren't causing any unexpected behaviours or outcomes with 

each new software release or update. Regression testing is so obviously necessary from 

version 2 to every subsequent version of the product. Existing functionality are removed 

as part of software maintenance, along with any necessary bug fixes, improvements, and 

optimisations. The system could malfunction as a result of the changes. Regression 

testing should therefore be carried out, and the following methods can be used to do so: 

(1) Complete retesting  

(2) Case selection 

3) Sorting test cases by priority 

(4) Cutting down on test cases 

The necessity to minimise, selects, or prioritise the test cases arises when the size of the 

test suite reaches the hundreds or even millions. On each new version release or upgrade 

to an SUT, the whole test suite including all of the test cases is re-run. This process is 

known as comprehensive retesting. However, when time and money are being shirked, it 

is foolish and destructive. Practically speaking, the retest-all is impossible for medium to 

large software with thousands or millions of test cases. The obvious decisions then for a 

testing team are to choose, prioritise, or condense the test suites based on factors like cost, 

code coverage, fault detection capability, and code modifications. These factors can 

sometimes be determined using sufficiency criteria [2] or regression testing parameters 

[28]. To minimise the amount of time and money needed for testing, these factors are 

used to choose, order, or condense the test suites. The goal of test case selection strategies 

is code modifications, and these techniques choose the test cases that contain a modified 

portion of the SUT [29]. When testing software, the prioritisation of test cases places a 

priority on issue discovery as early as feasible [30]. 

Methods for the prioritisation of test cases aim to improve the overall software's quality 

by detecting flaws at an early stage of testing and indirectly save costs by shortening the 

time it takes to remedy bugs. The unused or unproductive test cases from a test suite are 

thought to be removed via test suite reduction strategies [31]. The reduction strategies are 

helpful when the size of the test suite is irrelevant, however they are criticised since they 

permanently remove test cases from the test suite. Any testing method's main goal is to 

reveal the SUT's early flaws [5]. The testing research community began to pay attention 

to the test case prioritisation strategies as a result [19, 32]. 

There are numerous difficulties and problems with the execution and analysis of test case 

prioritisation. It is simply not a straightforward rearranging of the test cases. To reap the 

rewards of prioritisation techniques, extensive research and analysis are needed. The cost 

of regression testing, code coverage by test case, fault detection capability, and changes in 
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code made during the maintenance phase are the four main factors that influence 

prioritization. The cost of the testing includes a number of different types of costs, such as 

analysis cost, test suite size, time for executing test case, and budget needed for testing 

[33]. The code coverage affects prioritisation strategies in a wide variety of ways. The 

percentage of source code lines that the test case targets relative to the total number of 

lines in the module being tested is known as the coverage of source code for the test case 

(34). Statement, modified statement, block, condition, modified condition, test, modified 

block, loop, and many other types of coverage are important types of coverage [2]. The 

fault detection ability measures how many faults a test case can find and is also 

determined in terms of fault rates, fault frequency, and fault severity. However, genuine 

faults, structural faults, hand-seeded faults, and mutation faults are the fault categories 

discussed in the literature for experiments [35]. One of the most crucial goals of the TCP, 

which is a crucial component of regression test optimisation (RTO) [18, 36], is to increase 

fault recognition rate, which is defined as the rate at which a test suite may find defects 

during the testing cycle. As a result, this cycle's effects can offer and prioritise the 

system's response as it undergoes testing, and when testing is stopped for whatever reason 

due to early debugging, the prioritisation will enable the execution of the most 

fundamental test cases at an earlier stage [37]. The test cases are essentially prioritised 

according to their needs, which are then addressed using various criteria dependent on the 

strategy being used, and then performed according to priority [38]. A crucial component 

of software testing is coverage. Regression testing and maintenance evaluate the 

effectiveness of the test suite using the test coverage [39]. The coverage is used as a 

bridge between the stopping criteria for testing and the evaluation of test suites. The 

degree to which a test suite can run the code being tested is referred to as coverage [2]. 

The greater the value of coverage, the more trustworthy and confident the testing 

procedure is. The list of notable articles published about test case prioritisation is shown 

in Table 1. The likelihood that a test suite will be able to identify the flaws or defects in a 

programme under test is known as fault detection ability [40]. The ability to detect faults 

is utilised as a test method adequacy metric. Additionally, it is utilised to compare several 

techniques against one another, and the technique is judged superior based on 

comparisons between techniques with superior fault detection ability or fault rates [43]. 

Every testing approach has flaw detection as its main goal. Regression testing evaluates 

strategies for prioritising test suites to cut testing costs by using fault detection efficiency 

and fault rates. Software flaws are sometimes brought on by breaking the rules for writing 

codes and misinterpreting specifications or design models. Rothermel et al. started the 

fault-based test suite prioritisation [44]. Fault detection ability or fault rate of that test 

case or test suite refers to a test case's capacity to find errors. The likelihood that a 

statement will be executed by a test case determines the likelihood that an error will be 

discovered by the test suite. The extended study [41] prioritises the test suites for fault 

detection capability using six level coverage approaches. For each method in the source 

code under study, these prioritisation approaches use FEP to index the fault levels 

together with their criticality and fault proneness. These studies' fault indexing procedure 

involves merging method coverage and damage reports from earlier test cycles. The fault 

severities were denoted by the term total fault indexing. The statistical analysis yields 

sufficient information to assess the outcomes using APFD metric suites. The research 

found that method coverage with FEP was superior to statement coverage-based 

approaches in terms of effectiveness. The disadvantage of these methods is that fault 

indexing methods rely on outdated data that was generated during prior test cycles. 

Table 1 summary of the related noteworthy articles 
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Reference Title Year 

[37] The collaborative filtering recommender system for TCP 2018 

[38] Similarity based product prioritization foe effective product-line 

testing 

2019 

[40] Under different testing profiles, the effect of code coverage on 

fault detection 

2005 

[41] Selecting a cost-effective test case prioritization technique 2004 

[42] Hybrid PSO comparison  with antcolony through selection of test 

cases 

2018 

 

A time-aware test case prioritisation strategy using GA was suggested by the study [45]. 

By using various programme granularity levels in a controlled experiment, the proposed 

method was assessed. Emma was used to monitor the coverage for statement coverage, 

block coverage, and condition coverage. 

The data were evaluated by APFD, who state that nonprioritization methods had a 120% 

efficacy rate.The method was also contrasted with fault-aware prioritisation and reverse 

ordering prioritisation. A study also suggested GA-based test suite prioritisation for Java 

applications [46, 47]. On eight different software devices, the study introduces a sizable 

class of mutation, crossover, and selection operators. Using a coverage-based test suite 

prioritisation strategy, the effectiveness was evaluated. The outcomes were contrasted 

with a hill climbing algorithm and a random search-based method. For regression testing 

of updated software units for real-time embedded systems, a PSO was put forth in [42]. 

Regression testing's automated test case prioritisation aids in choosing the test cases with 

the highest priority. By accepting the answer as a space of particles and positions for test 

cases according to software unit, the PSO is effectively applied to the prioritisation 

problem. The results demonstrate that the PSO successfully and efficiently orders the test 

cases in the test suites according to the new optimum places. Dong et al. [48] proposed 

the population-based stochastic optimisation technique known as PSO. In order to create 

the best solution to the stated problem, it is utilised to study the available search space. 

The n particles that make up the search space are collectively referred to as the swarm. 

PSO uses a few parameters to help find a solution. The initialization of the particle 

population is done at random, and the position and velocity of the particles are updated as 

you look for a solution. The best location among complete particles is known as g-best, 

and each particle has memory to retain its current position, or p-best. The addition of 

velocity to the previous position updates the position. In order to guarantee that particles 

will look for the best solution within a certain search space, velocity is controlled by V-

max.\ 

3. Test Case Prioritisation Framework Based on Multi-Criteria Effectiveness 

Average Score 

 Two test suites are created for test case prioritisation and are used to evaluate MOPSO 

using the metrics code coverage, execution time, and fault detection capability. Figure 2 

presents the suggested technique. The goal parameters of coverage, cost, and defect 

detection are employed in multiobjective particle swarm optimisation (MOPSO). The 

subset of test cases used in the testing process is indicated by the particle position being 

supplied as decimal vectors. According to assumption Ti{T1, T2,. . ., Tk} is the test suite 
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consisting of k test cases, the position of particle is given as pt={t1, t2,. . ., tm} where tj 

belongs to set {0, 1}. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 The experiment framework 

𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝑔 + 1) = 𝑤 × 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑖(𝑔) +  𝑐1 × 𝑟𝑙𝑖 × (𝑝−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖(𝑔) − 𝑥𝑖(𝑔)) + 𝑐2 × 𝑟2𝑖

× (𝑔−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖(𝑔) − 𝑥𝑖(𝑔))      (1) 

The lack of the test cases 0 and 1 indicates that Ti is present in a subset of test instances. 

The test cases are binary-edited. When looking for food, the PSO behaves like a flock of 

birds.The procedure of finding food is carried out by passing on search knowledge to 

nearby birds. PSO uses the idea of a flock of birds to find the best answer. By observing 

the behaviour of the neighboring particle, each particle iteration search space in PSO 

attempts to converge in the direction of the global best solution. Every other particle, 

indicated by p_best, and a function called fitness function can compute the best prior 

location of any particle. G_best stands for the global best position across all particles, and 

each particle's velocity (execution speed) can be calculated using. The preceding 

equation's voli (g) and p besti(g) variables show the velocity of the ith particle at the gth 

generation and population best value globally (g_best value). c1 and c2demonstrate the 

social and cognitive elements. the inertia, wfactor, r1i and r2i are random numbers 

between 0 and 1, and factor.Our suggested MOPSO algorithm seeks to enhance 

severaleffectiveness of the proposed strategy in achieving both of itsexperimentation, a 

method is calculated, and the outcomes. Results show increased efficiency. 

4. Experimental Configuration 

This section goes through the experimental design for this investigation.Utilising the 

system with the following specifications, experimentation is done: MATLAB 2019 and 

an Intel Core i7 processor with 8 GB of RAM are used for simulation. Triangle [49], 

TreeDataStructure [49], and JodaTime [50] datasets are chosen for use in the proposed 

MOPSO implementation. 

JodaTime is a replacement for the Java date and time library, while TreeDataStructure 

and Triangle are academic datasets with Java written test suites. Table 2 lists the 

information of the selected datasets for the test case prioritisation process, including the 

dataset name, version, line of code (LOC), and number of test cases for each 
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dataset.Figure 2 shows the experimental flow for our suggested method for test case 

prioritisation. The system under test (SUT) and test suites is chosen in the first stage.The 

Java platform is chosen using the eclipse environment [51]. JUnit framework is chosen in 

order to conduct unit testing. The data needed for our suggested strategy is gathered in the 

second step utilisingEclEmma [39]. It gathers data about SUT size and coverage. The 

JUnit is used to calculate the size of the test suite. 

The SUT is generated in every version having a defect, and each version is examined. 

The information related to the test suite size, fault detection ratio, execution duration, and 

code coverage is gathered from the second phase's data in the third step.)The metrics for 

data visualisation, data analysis, and the data collection include the code coverage, fault 

detection, and the execution time of the test case.) This information is then preprocessed 

to assign the priority to each test case based on the ability to capture the most faults in the 

shortest amount of time.)The execution time for each test case is divided by the entire 

execution time of the test suite, and the result is then multiplied by 100. (E code coverage 

is regarded as the covering statement for a unit test case.)The number of faults detected 

by each test case in a test suite is used to calculate fault detection capabilities. 

5. Result and Discussion 

Tables 3 and 4 provide information on the test suite employed in our experiment. The 

particle size and maximum iterations for PSO are both set to 10. For particles, the lower 

bound is 1, and the upper bound is n, where n is the test case quantity. For the chosen 

datasets, no ordering, random ordering, and reverse ordering are contrasted to assess the 

outcomes of our suggested methodology. 

Table 2 The details about dataset 

Number Dataset Version LOC Test case 

1 Joda Time  2 280464 279 

2 Tree data 

structure 

2 2200 22 

3 Trainagle 3 116 12 

 

Table 3 Test suite 1 binary form of detected faults and time for execution of test cases. 

Test case Binary Form  Execution time 

TC1 101010010 6 

TC2 0101000101 4 

TC3 0100101001 4 

TC4 1001010110 3 

TC5 1010010001 4 

TC6 0101100100 5 

TC7 0000101100 4 

TC8 1010110001 6 

 

Table 5 shows the relationship between test cases and defects for test suite 1. Test Suite 1 

has a total of 8 test cases, designated as TC1–TC8, and 10 probable faults, designated as 
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F1–F10. The binary value 1 in Table 3 indicates that the corresponding test case has 

detected the problem, while 0 indicates that the fault has not been detected (Table 3).The 

execution time is the amount of time each test case in the test suite needs. Because 

MOPSO uses a random parameter, the average results are calculated after the algorithm 

has been run more than 100 times. The average percentage of fault detection (APFD), 

execution time, and code coverage have been chosen as the performance evaluation 

metrics. 

Table 4 Test Suite 2 representation with detected faults in binary form and time 

Test case Binary Form  Execution time 

TC1 1011111001 8 

TC2 0111001110 4 

TC3 1000101001 6 

TC4 0101010010 6 

TC5 0110101001 4 

TC6 0101010100 5 

TC7 1010101001 4 

TC8 1001001010 3 

TC9 1110101001 3 

TC10 1010010101 2 

 

Table 5 Test suite 1 for datasets: test case and fault representation 

Test 

case  

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

TC1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

TC2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

TC3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

TC4 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

TC5 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

TC6 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

TC7 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

TC8 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 

The following equation is used to calculate APFD. 

APFD = 1 −
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑙𝑡1 + 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑙𝑡2 + 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑙𝑡3 + ⋯ +  𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐹𝑙𝑡𝑗

𝑘𝑗

+
1

2𝑘
                 (2) 

Table 6 contains the minimum test case set for the no ordering technique.)The test case, 

the binary form of the found flaws, and the execution time (in hours) are all included in 

the representation. The chosen test cases in the condensed test set are TC1, TC2, TC3, 
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TC4, and TC5. For test suite 1, a maximum execution time of 6 hours is noted.)Figure 3 

shows the fault coverage for no order approach for three chosen datasets. Figures 3(a)-

3(c), where the x-axis represents the test cases and the y-axis displays the fault coverage, 

demonstrate, respectively,  

Table 6 No ordering approach test case set with minimum test cases 

Test cases Binary form Execution time 

TC1 1010110010 6 

TC2 0101000101 4 

TC3 0100101001 4 

TC4 1001010110 3 

TC5 1010010001 4 

 

 

 

Figures 3(a)-3(c), where the x-axis represents the test cases and the y-axis displays the fault 

coverage, demonstrate, correspondingly, the fault detection rate for test suite 1 for Tree Data 

Structure, Joda Time, and Triangle.The percentage with each test case indicates the amount 

of fault coverage. The no order technique yields a higher detection rate for the Tree Data 

Structure dataset, with a 51% fault detection rate for the Triangle dataset, compared to 68% 

fault detection for the Tree Data Structure dataset and 60% fault detection for the Joda Time 

dataset. 

Table 7 shows the representation of identified defects, minimum selected test cases, and 

execution time for the random ordering strategy. The test cases TC1, TC5, TC3, TC8, and 

TC4 are chosen for the test case set. Three hours must pass before a random order can be 

executed. 

Table 8 provides the test case set with the minimal test cases for the reverse ordering strategy. 

The chosen test case in binary form and the duration of each test case's execution are shown. 

The test cases chosen for the strategy of reverse ordering are TC8, TC7, TC6, TC5, and TC4. 
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Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the fault coverage for Triangle, Joda Time, and Tree Data Structure 

using the reverse order technique. Figure 4(a) shows the reverse order technique for the 

TreeDataStructure dataset, which captures 66% fault detection, while Figure 4(b) shows the 

Joda Time dataset, which captures 55% fault detection. Reverse order approach displays 43% 

defect detection on Triangle dataset execution, which is less than TreeDataStructure and 

JodaTime as shown in Figure 4. 

The details of the experimentation are presented in Tables 3 and 5-9 for test suite 1. The 

proposed MOPSO approach covered area is higher than that of no, reverse, and random 

ordering as visualised in Figure 5.)e proposed MOPSO approach covered area is higher than 

that of no, reverse, and random ordering. According to Figure 6(a), 77% of faults can be 

detected using the suggested MOPSO for TreeDataStructure. JodaTime defect detection is 

81%, and the proposed method for the Triangle dataset 

 

Table 7 Random ordering technique test case set minimum test cases 

Test Cases  Binary Form  Execution Time 

TC1 1010110010 6 

TC5 1010010001 4 

TC3 0100101001 4 

TC8 1010110001 6 

TC4 1001010110 3 

 

As seen in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), MOPSO successfully detected 67% of faults. The presented 

approach provides maximum fault coverage and a higher coverage rate, both of which 

demonstrate remarkable performance. Figure 5(a) displays the increased fault detection 

percentage for the dataset TreeDataStructure fault coverage rate of the proposed MOPSO, 

and Figure 5(b) displays the JodaTime findings. Figure 5(c) shows the coverage results for 

Triangles and demonstrates the higher performance and efficacy of the suggested technique 

for test case prioritisation. The test suite prioritisation using the suggested technique is 

efficient and reliable, as shown in Figures 4, 5, and 7. 

The resulting set of minimal test cases using the proposed MOPSO, reverse ordering, no 

ordering, and random ordering are displayed in Tables 6 through 9. Table 4 lists the test cases 

from test suite 2 together with the execution duration and identified defects. The detected 

fault is indicated by a1 for presence and a0 for absence. 
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Table 8 Reverse ordering technique test case with minimum test case 

Test Case Binary Form  Execution time  

TC8 1010110001 6 

TC7 0000101100 4 

TC6 0101100100 5 

TC5 1010110001 4 

TC4 1001010110 3 

 

 

Table 9 : Proposed MOPSO test case set with Minimum test cases 

Test Case Binary Form  Execution time  Priority 

TC4 1001010110 3 3.0 

TC3 0100101001 4 2.0 

TC5 1010010001 4 0.7 

TC8 1010110001 6 0.5 
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The proposed strategy is compared to prioritisation strategies such as random, reverse, and no 

ordering. Taking the APFD for each strategy allows for the computation of results for 

comparison. The APFD metric is taken into consideration to enhance test suite fault 

detection. Let Flt be the collection of j faults that the test suite, Tsuite, has wrapped around its 

k test cases. The first test case sequencing of Tsuite that exhibits fault i is TsuiteFltj. 

As it takes the least amount of time to execute with full fault coverage, as indicated in the 

table, the provided technique outperforms random, no, and reverse ordering. Figures 3-5 and 

7 show the APFD outcomes for each method. Table 10 displays the order in which the test 

cases for test suite 1 were given priority. The time spent running the test suite is not taken 

into account in the APFD. The execution time is taken into consideration when choosing and 

prioritising test cases in our suggested methodology. Later, the APFD is used to compare the 

results with other ways, as shown in Figure 4, which demonstrates the proposed approach's 

superior stability in comparison to others.The random order of the prioritised approach 

istaken. There are three approaches: order, reverse order, and no order approach from Table 

10. The test examples are presented using a random order technique. 

There is no sequence, and the items are randomly arranged. In contrast to other 

methodologies, MOPSO ordering uses priority to compute the results. As shown in Table 11, 

the execution times of the test cases across various datasets are compared using the random, 

reverse, and no ordering approaches. The results demonstrate that the proposed solution 

outperformed the alternatives since it takes less time to implement than alternative 

techniques. The running time for test suites 1 and 2 for MOPSO with random, reverse, and no 

ordering for selected datasets is displayed in Figure 4 for better visualisation. This figure 

demonstrates that the average execution time for our proposed MOPSO is smaller than that of 

other techniques for all datasets. The average execution time for test suite 1 on 100 

executions is 14.35, while the shortest execution time is 14, whichlittle variance in results, 

which demonstrate thestability of the suggested strategy. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Regression testing is important because it shields the software programme from any 

unintended consequences of modifications. The three metrics used in this regression testing 

study are cost, code coverage, and fault detection capabilities. The redundant test cases were 

eliminated in the first step of the suggested approach. The selection of test cases was done in 

the next stage with few tests to ensure complete coverage of all faults and to shorten the time 

required for the test suite and the MOPSO to run. The third step assigns priority to the chosen 

test cases. When compared to alternative methods like random ordering, reverse ordering, 

and no ordering, the suggested MOPSO performs remarkably well.MOPSO achieves the 

highest coverage, the lowest cost, and the most robust fault detection. 
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